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ABSTRACT

The link between air pollution and poor public health is well known and has been further documented during the COVID-19 pandemic, but EPA has outdated methods and rules to detect air emissions. Enforcing existing environmental regulations presents challenges because the detection and monitoring technologies identified in the regulations, or the regulation language itself, may not sufficiently identify environmental pollution, let alone complex environmental fraud. How can EPA best use new technologies and concepts to detect violations, with the intent of minimizing emissions, to improve human health and environmental outcomes during the lengthy process of drafting and publishing new regulations? As EPA’s expertise lies in the promulgation and enforcement of emission standards, not in developing software fixes or manufacturing technologies to detect or address violations, collaboration with other stakeholders is important to achieve overall emission reductions. This Article identifies the need for a collaborative approach with industry and public interest groups to explicitly adopt certain technologies and methods to detect violations, and it provides supporting case studies from recent mobile and stationary source air enforcement cases illustrating that improved detection leads to industry-developed technologies that minimize emissions. If regulated entities choose to use these technologies to monitor and maintain their own compliance with the Clean Air Act, overall emissions will decrease, with a likely increase in public health. This Article recommends that all stakeholders work together to propose new detection methods and remedial technologies that EPA

---

1 See, e.g., Qian Di et al., Air Pollution and Mortality in the Medicare Population, 376 NEW ENGL. J. MED. 2513 (2017) (finding, in a nationwide cohort study involving all Medicare beneficiaries from 2000 through 2012 (sixty-one million people), significant evidence of adverse effects related to PM2.5 and ozone exposure at concentrations below the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, which was most pronounced among vulnerable populations). Air pollution has exacerbated the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. See, e.g., Daniel Kiser et al., SARS-CoV-2 Test Positivity Rate in Reno, Nevada: Association with PM2.5 During the 2020 Wildfire Smoke Events in the Western United States, J. EXPOSUR SCI & ENV’T EPIDEMIOLOGY (2021); X. Wu et al., Air Pollution and COVID-19 Mortality in the United States: Strengths and Limitations of an Ecological Regression Analysis, 6 SCI. ADVANCES 45 (2020).
may use to collect evidence for enforcement actions and to resolve noncompliance. These technologies may be incorporated into future regulations to improve transparency and fairness in the enforcement process, ultimately minimizing the likelihood of complex litigation that may delay remedial actions that address excessive emissions.

INTRODUCTION

Sections 113 and 203 of the Clean Air Act (CAA or the Act) authorize the enforcement of actions to address noncompliant air emissions from mobile and stationary sources. Individual regulations identify technologies or methods for demonstrating compliance, or they refer to specific performance or reference tests in the regulation appendices that are then used by the regulated party to demonstrate compliance. Some regulations, promulgated in prior decades, may not reference or require currently available methods and technologies for detecting or remedying air emissions, permitting the existing emissions to slip through and avoid detection. Regulated entities may be unaware of these emissions or the potential for noncompliance with the Act, and they may even be unfamiliar with the public health impact. As described in the case studies, the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) scientific approach to 1) identify CAA pollutants of concern, whether volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions from natural gas operations or oxides of nitrogen (NOx) emissions from motor vehicles with embedded defeat devices, and 2) ameliorate the emissions may not be specified in EPA regulations for these applications and thus must be developed with specific defendants in the context of a civil enforcement action.

In a series of cascading events, a company may receive a formal administrative notice from EPA alleging that it has violated the Act (often styled as a Notice of Violation (NOV)) based on EPA’s use of new detection technologies for air emissions; this is often an

---

2 42 U.S.C. §§ 7413, 7523. These statutory provisions enforce the federal regulations in 40 C.F.R. subchapters C (Air Programs) and U (Air Pollution Controls).
unwelcome surprise and can create a highly adversarial environment.4 The company receiving the NOV will likely characterize the emission evidence as not relevant and thus inadmissible,5 possibly claiming that the evidence is not credible and cannot withstand judicial scrutiny.6 The company may also claim that EPA did not provide them with fair warning of its interpretation of the regulations or that the regulations were unclear and EPA cannot hold the company responsible for its noncompliance.7 If the enforcement action is public, citizen suits and consumer or toxic tort actions may quickly follow an EPA-led enforcement effort, resulting in significant legal expenses for a defendant and the possibility of protracted, consolidated multidistrict litigation (MDL). A company faced with a significant enforcement action may experience a drop in stock prices.8

Both the regulated community and EPA have a significant incentive to find a common space for agreement because of the expense of litigation in multiple forums and the delay in remedial action minimizing air emissions. Because EPA’s expertise is in assessing the


6 See generally Credible Evidence Revisions, 62 Fed. Reg. 8314, 8316 (Feb. 24, 1997) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pts. 51, 52, 60, 61). The pressing questions of the reliability and accuracy of data have expanded from discussions initiated by the promulgation of the “Credible Evidence Rule” for Title V operating permit compliance certifications to other air types of monitoring. See Clean Air Implementation Project v. EPA, 150 F.3d 1200 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (rejecting an industry challenge to the credible evidence rule prior to an enforcement action on ripeness grounds); Sierra Club v. Tenn. Valley Auth., 430 F.3d 1337 (11th Cir. 2005) (finding that data generated by continuous operating monitors at a coal-fired power plant was time-barred from establishing evidence of opacity violations).

7 Gen. Elec. Co. v. EPA, 53 F.3d 1324, 1329 (D.C. Cir. 1995). While the question of how best to handle PCB waste may seem outdated 20+ years later, the due process issue is not. See, e.g., Wis. Res. Prot. Council v. Flambeau Mining Co., 727 F.3d 700, 707–08 (7th Cir. 2013) (“Informed by basic principles of due process, it is ‘a cardinal rule of administrative law’ that a regulated party must be given ‘fair warning’ of what conduct is prohibited or required of it.”).

risk of specific pollutants and regulating pollutant emission levels, a collaboration with those who understand how best to eliminate, minimize, or control the emissions will inform EPA’s efforts to detect noncompliance and, ultimately, minimize emissions if the regulated entity has sufficient incentive to implement reforms. This Article proposes a two-step approach to improve the efficiency of EPA’s enforcement actions, leverage EPA’s limited resources, and minimize potential legal challenges to a new rule: (1) collaboration among EPA, industry, academia, and environmental stakeholders for specific industry sectors to identify a technical approach to identify and ameliorate emissions that EPA may use, but is not limited to, in enforcement investigations and resolutions; and (2) regulations proposing the new detection and remedial methods. This approach balances deterrence and policing efforts with fairness among key players in a specific industry. A transparent collaboration to collect enforcement evidence will assist EPA in meeting the “burden of going forward” with the best evidence to identify violations of environmental law.⁹

I
EXISTING PRACTICES AND CONCERNS

In efforts to combat CAA noncompliance, EPA’s collection of emission data necessarily includes methods and technologies that are not explicitly identified in outdated environmental regulations. High-profile examples have occurred in the context of mobile source enforcement. The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) has filed complaints against vehicle manufacturers alleging that manufacturers have designed their vehicles to pass the published EPA tests on the chassis dynamometer in the laboratory, but that same vehicle has increased emissions of NOx in “real world” driving conditions.¹⁰ Manufacturers that fail to disclose engine software that affects emissions, or install devices like software algorithms that defeat emission controls in motor vehicles, have violated the prohibited acts

⁹ FED. R. EVID. 301.
of Title II of the Clean Air Act.\textsuperscript{11} However, there are various perspectives about the best procedures for evaluating whether real-world driving emissions are excessive. On September 25, 2015, EPA’s Office of Transportation and Air Quality (OTAQ) issued a memorandum notifying light-duty diesel manufacturers that the National Vehicle and Fuel Emissions Laboratory would perform additional testing “using driving cycles and conditions that may reasonably be expected to be encountered in normal operation and use, for the purposes of investigating a potential defeat device.”\textsuperscript{12} There are no regulations to guide OTAQ’s efforts to use Portable Emission Monitoring Systems (PEMS), a testing process where emission measurement devices are attached to vehicles that are then driven on roads under various driving conditions. OTAQ’s testing of light-duty diesel vehicles revealed, among other things, that real-world operations of Ram 1500 and Jeep Grand Cherokee vehicles differed from the test results on the chassis dynamometer.\textsuperscript{13} EPA can also attempt to quantify the impact of aftermarket defeat devices on motor vehicles, which are purchased from nonautomotive manufacturers to remove or alter the existing factory emission controls. For example, EPA can test single defeat device products on single vehicle applications to estimate NOx and particulate matter emissions,\textsuperscript{14} but this is an expensive and time-consuming process and an area where there are no regulations on the appropriate test procedures for this type of evaluation.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{11} Clean Air Act § 203(a), 42 U.S.C. § 7522(a).


\textsuperscript{15} For the limited purpose of light-duty vehicle technologies in the 1980s, a voluntary aftermarket certification program does exist at EPA. See Emissions Control System Performance Warranty Regulations and Voluntary Aftermarket Part Certification Program, 50 C.F.R. pt. 85 subpart V. Among the fifty states, only California has an aftermarket certification program.
In the stationary source context, where existing statutes and regulations may not provide details about current emission measurement techniques, EPA can require language on “good air pollution control practices for minimizing emissions” in Title V permits and other operating permits incorporating New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) and National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs) regulations.16 This general approach can improve industry practices and provide flexibility, but the ambiguous nature of this term can create significant uncertainty for EPA, industry, and environmental stakeholders.17

For many stationary operations, EPA uses optical gas imaging (OGI) cameras to monitor fugitive emissions, as this technology can reliably identify invisible plumes of hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) and VOC emissions, including those from unconventional oil and gas operations.18 OGI methods are well established for certain chemicals and manufacturing operations, but the technology is mandated only for certain equipment in the Quad-O regulations applicable to

16 40 C.F.R. § 64.7 (2021) (Compliance Assurance Monitoring Rule); 40 C.F.R. § 60.11(d) (2021) (NSPS Compliance with standards and maintenance requirements); 40 C.F.R. § 63.6(e) (2021) (NESHAP Compliance with standards and maintenance requirements). See also EMC Compliance Assurance Monitoring, EPA, http://www.epa.gov/emc/emc-compliance-assurance-monitoring [https://perma.cc/JK5P-SK54] (last visited Nov. 9, 2021).

17 Another enforcement tool exists for highly problematic emission events, but it is rarely used. CAA section 303 emergency power authority is appropriate when a pollution source presents an imminent and substantial endangerment to public health or welfare, or the environment. 42 U.S.C. § 7603. EPA can exercise this authority unilaterally or on consent, but the United States has only utilized it on approximately thirteen occasions since 1971. Memorandum from Eric V. Schaeffer, Dir., Off. of Regul. Enf’t, EPA, to Addressees (Apr. 1, 1999), https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2021-05/documents/transmittalofguidanceonsection303ofcaao40199.pdf [https://perma.cc/3NFV-544P] (regarding the “Transmittal of ‘Guidance on Section 303 of the Clean Air Act’”).

18 FLIR sells optical gas imaging equipment and encourages its use for environmental protection. FLIR states on its website:

There are calculations and models that can be used to attain a theoretic value for fugitive emission of storage tanks and pipelines and such, but many recent international studies have shown that the real-life emission figures are usually much higher than the theoretical value predicted by the formulas. These formulas do not take into account the possibilities that storage facilities might contain broken man holes that do not close properly without any of the company employees noticing or other forms of unnoticed maintenance issues which may cause additional fugitive emissions.

unconventional oil and gas extraction and processing. OGI is a “best system of emission reduction” for compressor stations but not for the equipment associated with gathering and boosting operations.

These data collection and analysis limitations have placed federal courts in the position of identifying appropriate practices for detecting violations and minimizing emissions. Consider the recent R.M. Packer case in the District of Massachusetts. In this case, EPA and state inspectors identified leaks of VOC vapors during a fuel loading event from aboveground tanks into tanker trucks by using an infrared video camera (a form of OGI). The pressure vacuum relief valve was not functioning and had not been properly maintained, in violation of the CAA, and the “equipment had fallen into disrepair and started leaking harmful emissions.” In filing for summary judgment, the United States claimed, and the court agreed, that the defendant failed to operate in a manner consistent with safety and good air pollution control practices.

While the evidence was sufficient for the court to establish liability on summary judgment in this case, relying on a court-by-court evaluation is unlikely to replicate the consistency achieved when regulations are used to establish uniform enforcement and remedial policies.

\[19\] 40 C.F.R. pt. 60, subpart OOOO (commonly known as Quad-O). This regulation originally established volatile organic compound and methane emissions monitoring and reduction requirements for owners and operators in the oil and gas industry, but only for storage vessels, well completions, compressors, pneumatic controllers, and other similar equipment. Excluded equipment includes pneumatic pumps, maintenance operations, and compressors at compressor stations. EPA has observed emissions and brought actions for excess emissions against Noble, MarkWest, and QEPFS Field Services Companies. See also Civil Cases and Settlements, EPA, https://cfpub.epa.gov/enforcement/cases/ [https://perma.cc/54WQ-VNKH] (last visited Oct. 7, 2021). Not all observed emissions are fugitive emissions or leaks, as they may occur on a routine basis and pursuant to a permit. The Quad-Oa regulations addressed some of the Quad-O limitations and were revised during the Trump Administration to remove sources in the transmission and storage segment from the source category and rescind the methane-specific requirements of the new source performance standards applicable to sources in the production and processing segment. Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for New, Reconstructed, and Modified Sources Review, 85 Fed. Reg. 57,018 (Sept. 14, 2020). Congress revoked these 2020 amendments in 2021 by use of the Congressional Review Act. On November 2, 2021, EPA announced the proposal of new oil and gas regulations.

\[20\] 40 C.F.R. §§ 60.5365a, 60.5397a (2021).


\[22\] Id.

\[23\] Id. at 75.

\[24\] Id.

\[25\] Id.
To address excess emissions in their communities, environmental groups and individual citizens are actively utilizing new technologies, including OGI, to identify air emissions around them. The results are often published online and shared with county, state, and federal regulators. The academic community has actively sought to understand and use this data. Separately, environmental groups, such as Wildlife Guardians, may exercise their rights under the environmental statutes to bring their own actions if state and federal regulators fail to act quickly. While such litigation can be very important, it also introduces a risk that “more cooks in the kitchen,” or numerous parties to a litigation, may delay efforts between the United States and the defendant to achieve immediate injunctive relief and remediate existing excess emissions. For example, defendants will often challenge the standing of environmental groups in citizen actions, and even though the defendants’ arguments may be unsuccessful, they are time-consuming and detract from settlement discussions between the defendant and the federal government. Additionally, discovery issues and disputes among multiple parties, despite negotiated case management orders, may complicate the litigation process, leaving less time for fulsome settlement discussions. As another example, while there are benefits to an MDL, such as a single forum for the convenience of parties and witnesses, the MDL can address only pretrial discovery and pretrial motions, after which the cases are transferred back to the original districts for trial on remaining issues, such as damages and causation.

---

II

THE BENEFITS OF COLLABORATION AMONG STAKEHOLDERS

The Clean Air Act encourages collaboration with others for EPA to meet the congressional objectives of the Clean Air Act.\(^{31}\) For both the government and the defendants in a civil environmental enforcement action, the collaborative approach of settlement is the preferred strategy as it minimizes resources, reduces risk, and avoids delay.\(^{32}\) Most proposed civil enforcement cases are resolved through settlement.\(^{33}\) And, for EPA’s outside counsel for judicial matters, the Department of Justice, Executive Order No. 12,988 generally requires that a defendant be offered a settlement opportunity prior to the commencement of litigation.\(^{34}\) Collaboration among parties in settlement discussions can develop the trust and candor that is needed in an adversarial situation to identify novel resolutions. It is this collaboration that is needed to improve enforcement outcomes before formal enforcement actions are initiated, and it is the rare enforcement action that does not involve other stakeholders in this collaboration, whether state or tribal partners or environmental nonprofit organizations, all with different agendas and interests.

While there has been much discussion among environmental law scholars as to whether adversarial or cooperative approaches are the best fit for the enforcement toolbox,\(^{35}\) these policy debates seem less relevant given the technology gaps in the existing regulations and the available and effective practices for detecting and remedying emissions in what has been called the Fourth Industrial Revolution.\(^{36}\) Given the space between the regulator and the regulated community, reasonable regulated entities should, or presumably would, find some comfort in


\(^{32}\) Joel M. Gross, Civil Environmental Enforcement Litigation, in ENVIRONMENTAL LITIGATION LAW AND STRATEGY 97, 132–37 (Kegan A. Brown & Andrea M. Hogan eds., 2d. ed. 2019) (“[E]nforcement is never a pleasant thing, and there is certainly an advantage, as with other unpleasant things, in simply bearing the pain and getting it over with sooner rather than later.”).

\(^{33}\) Id. at 132.


contribute to an ongoing governmental-led effort to detect and resolve emissions because they can work toward monitoring methods and technologies that are representative of their sectors and avoid the significant expense of noncompliance. The negative impact of toxic tort actions, particularly class actions, cannot be underestimated in influencing industry to collaborate and settle claims with the federal government in lieu of litigation, as a class action complaint may rely on key facts from a federal complaint as a basis for filing a contemporaneous action. The Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation breaks MDLs into only ten separate categories, and product liability, the area for most environmental toxic tort actions, is one of them, indicating the prevalence of complex environmental cases with high litigation costs. Lastly, as momentum to minimize the impacts of climate change increases, regulated entities increasingly seek identification as an environmental and climate change leader, rather than as a polluter.

III

CASE STUDIES

A. Fiat Chrysler Automobiles—Developing Methodologies for On-Road “Off-Cycle” Emission Testing

One example of a collaborative approach with industry, which resulted in timely environmental remediation, is the high-profile mobile source civil settlement between the United States and Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) in 2019. In 2017, EPA issued a Notice...
of Violation alleging that FCA had installed undisclosed software and potential emission defeat devices in approximately 103,000 diesel-fueled Jeep and Ram vehicles, causing excess NOx emissions from these vehicles. On May 23, 2017, DOJ, on behalf of EPA, filed a complaint alleging that FCA had installed undisclosed software and emission defeat devices in these vehicles; the case was later consolidated into multidistrict litigation in the Northern District of California. Besides the United States and FCA, the MDL parties were class action plaintiffs represented by multiple law firms and another defendant, Bosch, the manufacturer of software for the diesel-fueled vehicles. This civil case, developed and filed in the wake of the larger Volkswagen “Dieselgate” matter, illustrates the importance of collaboration on the collection and analysis of emission data to determine how vehicle noncompliance with the mobile source emission standards can be remedied.

Why would FCA agree to settle the alleged violations with EPA, rather than continue in the MDL in the Northern District of California federal court? While the precise motives of any litigant are impossible to ascertain, the publicly available materials demonstrate that EPA was able to accept FCA’s software “fix” because the manufacturer and EPA had collaborated on effective remediation of the excessive emissions from the Jeep and Ram vehicles in advance of settlement. This solution


42 Notice of Violation, supra note 13.


44 Starting in 2016, Volkswagen admitted to altering nearly 600,000 U.S. vehicles with defeat devices and, as a consequence of the civil settlement with EPA and California Air Resources Board (CARB), was required to spend approximately $25 billion on vehicle buybacks, vehicle repairs, extended warranties, and massive mitigation projects; Volkswagen is still under investigation in Germany, and some Volkswagen employees have served prison sentences in the United States. Volkswagen stated that admitting liability for its Clean Air Act Title II violations was necessary to regain its global automotive dominance, and Volkswagen share prices greatly increased after “Dieselgate” concluded in the United States. Volkswagen Clean Air Act Civil Settlement, EPA (Jan. 10, 2019), https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/volkswagen-clean-air-act-civil-settlement [https://perma.cc/XAL6-7YD7].

45 In Re: Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep “EcoDiesel” MDL, supra note 43.
satisfies EPA and the individual vehicle owners and minimizes protracted and expensive litigation. EPA’s press materials state:

FCA has performed extensive emissions testing to demonstrate that the emissions modification works and maintains emission controls that will meet applicable emission standards under real-world driving conditions. EPA observed this on-site testing at FCA and conducted confirmatory testing of vehicles with the emissions modification. This testing included standard regulatory emissions tests (“on-cycle” testing), as well as special tests (“off-cycle” testing) conducted in an EPA laboratory, and on-road testing using a Portable Emissions Measurement System (also called a PEMS test).

To date, there are no regulations addressing the use of PEMS in motor vehicle certification, and EPA has no formal agreement with the automobile manufacturing industry on test methods for evaluating real-world compliance on a chassis dynamometer or on the road. But, as the materials make clear, outside the regulatory environment and in an adversarial litigation situation, EPA and FCA worked together on effective methods to demonstrate real-world compliance for the noncompliant vehicles to resolve the alleged violations and fix the vehicles immediately. To apply the FCA model broadly to noncompliant mobile sources, a standing, detailed agreement between on-road or non-road manufacturers and EPA for a clearly established process identifying appropriate test methods and driving routes to evaluate real-world compliance could encourage manufacturers to use this process to manufacture compliant vehicles or engines, or remediate those with

---


existing excess emissions.\textsuperscript{49} The transparent process need not include all EPA real-world testing plans to limit the “testing to the test,” but sufficient information that a manufacturer may use to implement its own PEMS process, rather than ignoring agency-collected data as nonrepresentative of “real-world” driving conditions. Such a process would promote fairness among industry competitors in a highly competitive industry sector. Without an EPA-manufacturer agreement on what is considered regulatory compliance for real-world vehicle emission performance, only the targets on enforcement actions will be aware of what may be compliant due to the nature of the settlement discussions.\textsuperscript{50} And, in many cases, such materials would likely be withheld from disclosure to third parties because they are either subject to federal court protective orders\textsuperscript{51} or because a manufacturer may claim that the material contains Confidential Business Information.\textsuperscript{52} It would be an unjust result if only those vehicle manufacturers that EPA identified as noncompliant were privy to EPA’s perspective on vehicle emissions tests that can effectively demonstrate real-world vehicle emissions compliance.

Perhaps most importantly, because EPA was able to work with FCA to develop an effective, remedial process, EPA achieved its own goal, as stated in EPA’s press materials: “EPA’s priority has been to address the pollution problem and get the polluting vehicles off the road or bring them into compliance with emission standards. With this settlement, we are doing just that.”\textsuperscript{53}

\textsuperscript{49} The FCA model appears to have been the basis for EPA’s September 14, 2020, settlement with Daimler AG and Mercedes Benz USA (collectively Daimler) for Daimler’s alleged cheating on emission tests and failure to disclose unlawful defeat devices in approximately 250,000 diesel vehicles in the United States. Daimler agreed to implement a recall program to repair the noncompliant vehicles, among other settlement terms. \textit{Daimler AG and Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC Clean Air Act Civil Settlement, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/daimler-ag-and-mercedes-benz-usa-llc-clean-air-act-civil-settlement [https://perma.cc/3YVX-T4TC]} (last visited Nov. 9, 2021).

\textsuperscript{50} See Notice of Violation, supra note 13; \textit{Fiat Chrysler Automobiles Clean Air Act Civil Settlement Information Sheet, supra note 41}.


\textsuperscript{52} See 40 C.F.R. pt. 2 subpart B (regarding EPA’s confidential business information regulations).

\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Learn About FCA Violations, supra note 47. See also Fiat Chrysler Automobiles Clean Air Act Civil Settlement Information Sheet, supra note 41}. 
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B. Derive Entities—Developing a Methodology for Testing Whether Aftermarket Products Are Automotive Defeat Devices

A second example of a collaborative approach to compliance outside the regulatory context is a 2018 settlement with Derive Entities (Derive), a popular developer of handheld tuning devices and custom tuning software for vehicles. This matter was EPA’s first significant judicial settlement to address the use of aftermarket defeat devices (or “tuners”) and a precursor case to EPA’s National Compliance Initiative (NCI) Stopping Aftermarket Defeat Devices for Vehicles and Engines. While the CAA prohibits tampering with emissions controls, and manufacturing, selling, and installing aftermarket devices intended to defeat those controls, EPA has no regulations for remediating tampering. However, EPA does have an enforcement policy requiring that a defendant have a “reasonable basis” for any claim that alterations to a vehicle do not result in an emissions increase. The Derive settlement terms established a baseline for testing aftermarket defeat devices to assess whether their use increases vehicle emissions compared to the original manufacturer’s vehicle configuration, which avoids a violation of Title II of the Act.

Derive sold approximately 363,000 aftermarket defeat devices that were allegedly designed to remove or alter the existing emissions controls of motor vehicles.\textsuperscript{59} These products, sold to distributors under the brand names of “Bully Dog” and “SCT,” are highly favored in the aftermarket tuning community because of their versatility. Derive offers products for gasoline and diesel-fueled vehicles, including the so-called big rigs or tractor-trailers, and markets the products as improving vehicle performance.\textsuperscript{60} One crucial component of the settlement required Derive to create a testing program to ensure that all its products have a reasonable basis for sale, with test results demonstrating that its product did not increase vehicle emissions over a certain set of testing conditions.\textsuperscript{61} Appendix C of the Derive Consent Decree outlines a testing methodology for this determination.\textsuperscript{62}

While this case resolved the liability of one defendant, as previously described, in the absence of a uniform testing methodology for evaluating aftermarket defeat devices, EPA would need to test individual aftermarket products and document increases in emissions for each vehicle application to create evidence for an enforcement action. This would be an expensive and time-consuming process to follow for each enforcement case, and one that is not transparent to interested stakeholders or enforcement targets, many of whom may be small businesses, entities that traditionally have received targeted regulatory compliance assistance from the federal government, such as the Small Business Administration.\textsuperscript{63} In the case of aftermarket defeat devices, EPA has already identified a reasonable basis for demonstrating compliance with the Act,\textsuperscript{64} and the settlement is in the public domain. The collaboration with a significant manufacturer has led to a testing methodology, Appendix C of the Derive Consent Decree, that can be independently implemented by any aftermarket product manufacturer.

\textsuperscript{59} Id.
\textsuperscript{60} DERIVE SYSTEMS, supra note 54.
\textsuperscript{62} Id. at app. C.
\textsuperscript{63} The cases that EPA has resolved pursuant to the NCI appear to involve businesses of all sizes, some appearing to be more sophisticated than others. National Compliance Initiative: Stopping Aftermarket Defeat Devices for Vehicles and Engines, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/national-compliance-initiative-stopping-aftermarket-defeat-devices-vehicles-and-engines [https://perma.cc/LCH2-S7TJ] (last visited Nov. 9, 2021).
\textsuperscript{64} DERIVE SYSTEMS, supra note 54; 42 U.S.C. §§ 203, 213.
Derive has stated that this settlement allows it to demonstrate compliance with the Clean Air Act and establishes certainty in the aftermarket industry:

The agreement between Derive Systems and the EPA is the first of its kind. The newly established practices will include new product development procedures [and] revamped product testing. . . . The enhanced procedures set an industry-leading model for automotive aftermarket companies to ensure continued sales of products and the introduction of new products with certainty and continuity in partnership with EPA.65

Even in this context, where technologies advance at a remarkable pace, including custom tuning software delivered via wireless connections to a vehicle, the settlement established at least one mechanism that the regulated community can now reference, promoting fairness among industry competitors. As stated earlier with respect to real-world vehicle testing for vehicle manufacturers with alleged emissions defeat devices, it would be an unjust result if only the targets of an EPA enforcement action became aware of the appropriate EPA methodology for assessing whether their aftermarket devices comply with Title II of the Act.

C. MarkWest—Developing Technologies to Measure and Minimize Pigging Emissions from Midstream Oil and Gas Processors

This case study describes an unconventional oil and gas enforcement matter where not only were new technologies and methods used to detect and quantify emissions but also a collaborative nonregulatory approach that resulted in the development of new technologies to minimize emissions for the benefit of the entire industry. On April 23, 2018, EPA, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP), and MarkWest Liberty Midstream & Resources, L.L.C. and Ohio Gathering Company, L.L.C. (collectively, MarkWest) lodged a Consent Decree to settle a CAA matter resolving New Source Review (NSR), Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD), and Title V violations for excess emissions of VOCs at pig launching and receiving operations at compressor stations and stand-alone stations in eastern

Ohio and western Pennsylvania. Within the Marcellus and Utica Shale formations in these two states, MarkWest owns and operates numerous natural gas pipeline facilities, including pig launchers and receivers, compressors, and storage tanks; the facilities in western Pennsylvania are located in an ozone nonattainment area. Since 2013, citizens in Washington County, Pennsylvania, have raised concerns regarding venting activities and reported health impacts, noise, and other concerns related to daily pigging operations at MarkWest facilities. There has been significant media coverage regarding the health impacts from pigging operations in southwestern Pennsylvania. Individual citizens and environmental groups, such as EarthWorks, often use optical gas imaging, which is not required by the Clean Air Act for most oil and gas applications, to identify the air pollution and share that information with the public and regulatory agencies.

EPA has not explicitly addressed the detection or remediation of air emissions from pigging operations through the Quad-O or Quad-Oa regulations. While PADEP had evaluated and set requirements for pigging operations as part of its Annual Emissions Inventory VOC

---

66 MarkWest Clean Air Act Settlement Information Sheet, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/markwest-clean-air-act-settlement-information-sheet [https://perma.cc/7UMR-TLS4] (last visited Nov. 9, 2021). “Pigging operations” with “pigs” are maintenance activities that can be performed on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis to prevent buildup of natural gasoline liquids or any other type of condensate in field gas gathering and transmission pipelines. These operations require a facility to vent and blowdown any pressure in the line prior to removing the device known as a pig used for the maintenance activities, including cleaning the interior of the pipeline from buildup of liquids. In wet gas operations, the vented gas stream can consist of methane, ethane, and VOCs such as propane, butane, and benzene.


70 40 C.F.R. pt. 60 subparts OOOO and OOOOa.
reporting requirements in the PADEP GP-5 permit process, pursuant to the Pennsylvania Air Pollution Control Act. MarkWest was allegedly not in compliance with the state program requirements. In a 2019 EPA enforcement alert regarding excess VOC emissions from pigging activities, EPA referenced the MarkWest settlement, stating that it “requires innovative solutions designed to evaluate and address VOC emissions from pigging operations at gathering compressor stations and standalone pigging stations.” These innovative solutions are detailed in the enforcement alert and in the MarkWest settlement term requirements. They include both EPA-recommended technological solutions, such as jumper lines that direct condensate from high-pressure systems to lower-pressure lines, and proprietary pig ramp technology developed by MarkWest to reduce hydrocarbon condensate accumulation prior to venting. MarkWest agreed to increase VOC emission calculations from the pigging operations above the standard generally used by industry for evaluating emissions (the Real Gas Law). Additionally, MarkWest is sharing its proprietary pig ramp emission reduction technology with industry as a Supplemental Environmental Project, and the technology is available on the company’s website.

This case demonstrates not only that EPA’s enforcement collaboration with a defendant resulted in new technologies that will be
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shared with industry for potentially immediate emission reductions but also that these efforts improved state permitting processes. PADEP and the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency relied on an EPA white paper, *Quantifying the Potential Impact of Natural Gas Condensate Hold-up on Uncontrolled Volatile Organic Compound Emissions from Pig Receivers During Depressurization in Wet Gas Gathering Operations*, to develop and improve state-specific permits to include pigging operations.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

The case studies demonstrate that, for specific industry sectors where existing regulations do not clearly identify or address all air emissions, collaboration on new technologies for measuring and minimizing emissions, whether PEMS driving routes, aftermarket product “reasonable basis” testing methods, or a full accounting of VOCs from unconventional oil and gas operations, can result in an immediate reduction of air emissions and a standard that can be adopted across an entire industry. Based on the information in the filed complaints, each of the enforcement case studies was a multiyear effort. While these methodologies were successful, they were developed seriatim, over a period of several years, during actual enforcement actions. A better alternative might be up-front collaboration between all stakeholders to identify useful methodologies for a particular sector that can be successful and efficient in both detecting and addressing air emissions.

---


pollution. If manufacturers and companies choose to use these identified technologies to monitor and maintain their own compliance with the Act, this approach can be more expedient than individual actions by environmental stakeholders, case-specific federal court decisions, or protracted litigation with uncertain outcomes. The industry incentive to pursue this up-front collaboration and implement appropriate compliance measures is to develop monitoring methods and technologies that are representative of their sectors (as manufacturers are best suited to assess their own operations), maintain a level playing field with their competitors, potentially avoid costly EPA enforcement actions because they have full notice of the enforcement expectations, and minimize unnecessary litigation from third-party plaintiffs. The final step in developing these measures is for EPA to incorporate them in future regulations, where they are less likely to be challenged due to the significant pre-rule collaboration. Ultimately, tackling the challenges of monitoring and measuring emissions will not only improve transparency and fairness for all stakeholders in the enforcement process, and leverage limited enforcement resources to address the most significant air polluters, but also capture those emissions that slip through the cracks at a time when air quality improvements would improve public health.